ADOLESCENCE -- A DIFFICULT
PERIOD?
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DISAGREEMENTS, DISCLOSURE, AND SECRECY
IN ADOLESCENT-PARENT RELATIONSHIPS

!
!
!

view:

Adolescence = period of storm and stress
Characterized by a generation gap
Teens rebel against adult standards and
authority
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POPULAR VIEWS

SCIENTIFIC VIEW
Parents report: parenting during adolescence is
stressful (Small et al., 1988)
! The great majority of the parents say that the early
adolescent years (12 to 14) are the most difficult time
they have in raising their children (Offer, 1969)
! Parents of pre-adolescents expect -- and then
experience -- difficult relationships (Buchanan, 2003)
!

TYPICAL CHANGES IN ADOLESCENTPARENT RELATIONSHIPS

PARENTS AND TEENS FIGHT ABOUT MUNDANE,
EVERYDAY ISSUES
(FROM SMETANA, 1989; SMETANA & GAINES, 1999; YAU & SMETANA, 1996)

! Disagreements, conflicts with parents increase
! Most frequent ~ age 13
! Most intense (angry) ~ age 15
! Mother-daughter dyads most contentious
! Step-parent families more contentious than ‘intact’

! Closeness

with parents declines (mid-teen yrs)
! Trends consistent across ethnic groups
!

But differ in ages at which conflict frequency,
closeness decline
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EXAMPLES: MOTHERS
REASONING

PARENTS ROLES AND GOALS

1. Why do you think she should clean up her
room? …Well, her room is part of the house,
and its her responsibility to keep it clean. We all
live here, and we all have to do our part. I m
not asking for much, just for her to straighten up
a bit. Why is that important? Well, I d be
really embarrassed to have anyone see her
room looking like that.
2. Why do you think he should help around
the house? Because then the house won t
stay a big mess because he knows how to pick
up his stuff… just like I pick up my stuff. He
needs to know we don t have maids and
butlers around here.

!
!

Parents’ reasoning focuses on:
Preparing teens for effective participation in
society by teaching family, community, and
cultural norms
!

!

Social-conventions: agreed-on customs,
regularities that provide expectations for
appropriate behavior

Protecting adolescents, keeping them safe
!

Prudential: acts that have negative
effects on health, comfort, or safety
!

Risky issues (drug, alcohol use, smoking),
food choices, exercise and diet

EXAMPLES: TEENS REASONING

PARENTS’ JUSTIFICATIONS FOR CONFLICT
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ADOLESCENTS’ JUSTIFICATIONS FOR
CONFLICTS

TEENS ROLES AND GOALS
!
!
!
!

reasoning focuses on:

Gaining greater autonomy, control over self and
activities, developing identity
Personal issues- privacy, control over one s
body, personal preferences & choices
Personal domain expands during adolescence
Teens want more autonomy than parents are willing to
grant
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TRANSFORMATIONS OF PARENTAL
AUTHORITY DURING ADOLESCENCE

! Parent-teen

ZONE OF
CONFLICT
LEGITIMATE PARENTAL AUTHORITY

Moral
Issues

Conventiontal Issues

Prudential
Issues

Acts that affect
others
welfare &
rights

Arbitrary, agreed Comfort,
on standards
safety,
that provide
health
expectations for
appropriate
behavior (e.g.,
manners)

UNDER
LEGITIMATE TEEN
CONTROL
CONTESTED ISSUES

Personal Issues

Acts at the
boundary, redefined
as personal through
negotiation &
conflict

Choices & preferences
regarding friends,
activities, style, taste;
privacy, and control
over the body.

! Parents’

strategies:
! Ask directly (parental solicitation)
! Control/restrict teens’ behavior
! Ask spouse (dads!)
! Passively listen (e.g., while driving teens to activities)
! Ask other parents or teens friends
! Snoop

“IT’S 10 PM - DO YOU KNOW WHERE
YOUR CHILDREN ARE?”

!
!

!

Accepted wisdom: Monitor your teens (ask
questions, control behavior)
NO!!
Knowledge comes from teens voluntary
disclosure, not parental monitoring
Shifts focus from parenting practices to teens’
active management of information –
!

!

discrepancies in goals, reasoning
lead to conflict in parent-teen relationships
! But conflict is not the only route to
independence
!

Parents must know about the issues

! How

How Do Parents Learn About Teens’
Activities, Friends, Whereabouts?

!

The Subversive Side of Autonomy

teens can choose what to disclose or conceal!

Nondisclosure and secrecy typically increase
during middle and late adolescence

much do parents REALLY KNOW about
teens activities, whereabouts, friends?

How Do Parents Know?
! Ask

directly (parental solicitation)
teens’ behavior
! Ask spouse (dads!)
! Passively listen (e.g., while driving teens to activities)
! Ask other parents or teens friends
! Snoop
! Teens voluntarily disclose
! Control/restrict

TEEN STRATEGIES FOR MANAGING
INFORMATION ABOUT ACTIVITIES
DISCLOSURE

CONCEALMENT

! Tell

! Omit

! Tell

all
only if asked

important
information parents
would like to know
! Avoid the topic
! Lying

TEEN STRATEGIES FOR MANAGING
INFORMATION
DISCLOSURE
! Tell

all (teens don’t
mean ALL)
! Tell only if asked

CONCEALMENT
! Omitting

information

! Avoidance

tell parents
far less than
parents think

! Teens

with

poor family
relationships and
adjustment

WHAT IS “GOOD” PARENTING?

who disclose more :

! Trust parents more
! Communicate better
! More

! Lying
! Associated

! Teens

WHAT FACILITATES TEEN DISCLOSURE OF
ACTIVITIES TO PARENTS?

openly discuss disagreements

! Parents of teens who disclose more:
! Are warmer, more accepting, more trusting
! React

more positively when teens disclose
sensitive information

CENTRAL CHALLENGE OF PARENTING
DURING ADOLESCENCE:
! Balancing

adolescents desires for autonomy
with appropriate parental control

GOOD PARENTING DURING ADOLESCENCE
= PRECISION PARENTING
! Parenting:

a moving target during adolescence
! Requires flexibility to adapt to change
! Parents must balance:
! Teens’ needs for autonomy, control over the
personal domain (which is expanding)
! Need to keep teens safe, help teen develop
responsibility, acquire rules and expectations
necessary for successful adulthood
!

(teens’ ability to meet parent expectations also is changing)

DEVELOPMENTAL CHALLENGES:
BALANCING AUTONOMY AND CONTROL
! Autonomy

involves: Co-regulation with parents
(not total independence)
! E.g., family decision-making where teen makes
own decisions, but with some parental input

DEVELOPMENTAL CHALLENGES:
BALANCING CONTROL AND AUTONOMY

CONTROL
! Parents

efforts to structure, manage, monitor
behavior
! Set appropriate rules and expectations,
supervise or guide children
! Appropriate structure, greater parental control
is associated with better outcomes, prevention
& reduction of problem behavior
! Inducing guilt, withdrawing love,
parenting that focuses on what’s
wrong with the child (rather than the
behavior) is inappropriate control

PARENTING SHOULD BE:
! Domain–appropriate
!
!

Consider the type of activities parents are trying to
manage, control
Teens view parents as having legitimate authority to
regulate some issues but not others

! Developmentally
!

appropriate

Consider teens developing autonomy, whether the child
is capable of making good choices, be responsible

! Conflicts

often arise over the balance between
parental control & teens developing autonomy
! Teens view things differently than parents/
caretakers

THANK YOU!

! For

more info:

http://www.psych.rochester.edu/faculty/smetana/
! http://www.psych.rochester.edu/research/socialdev/
!

! E-mail:

smetana@psych.rochester.edu

! Autonomy-granting

must be
developmentally appropriate
!

Too-early autonomy is associated with conduct
problems

! Autonomy

develops slowly across
adolescence and in sequence; parents
typically grant autonomy over some issues
earlier than others

SUCCESSFUL PARENTING
!Support/Warmth:

Parents must provide
emotional support, be responsive to the child’s
needs, and use encouragement, praise, and
physical affection

